Limited Hospital Variation in the Use and Yield of CT for Pulmonary Embolism in Patients Undergoing Total Hip or Total Knee Replacement Surgery.
Purpose To evaluate the variation among U.S. hospitals in overall use and yield of in-hospital computed tomographic (CT) pulmonary angiography (PA) in patients undergoing total hip replacement (THR) or total knee replacement (TKR) surgery. Materials and Methods Patients in the Premier Research Database who underwent elective TKR or THR between 2007 and 2011 were enrolled in this HIPAA-compliant, institutional review board-approved retrospective observational study. The informed consent requirement was waived. Hospitals were categorized into low, medium, and high tertiles of CT PA use to compare baseline patient- and hospital-level characteristics and pulmonary embolism (PE) positivity rates. To further investigate between-hospital variation in CT PA use, a hierarchical logistic regression model that included hospital-specific random effects and fixed patient- and hospital-level effects was used. The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was used to measure the amount of variability in CT PA use attributable to between-hospital variation. Results The cohort included 205 198 patients discharged from 178 hospitals (median of 734.5 patients discharged per hospital; interquartile range, 316-1461 patients) with 3647 CT PA studies (1.8%). The crude frequency of CT PA scans among the hospitals ranged from 0% to 6.2% (median, 1.6%); more than 90% of the hospitals performed CT PA in less than 3% of their patients. The mean hospital-level PE positivity rate was 12.3% (median, 9.1%); there was no significant difference in PE positivity rate across low through high CT PA use tertiles (11.3%, 11.9%, 12.9%, P = .37). After adjustment for hospital- and patient-level factors, the remaining amount of interhospital variation was relatively low (ICC, 9.0%). Conclusion Limited interhospital variation in use and yield of in-hospital CT PA was observed among patients undergoing TKR or THR in the United States. © RSNA, 2016 Online supplemental material is available for this article.